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+A: CONTRIBUTION 

 

+C: What are the novel findings of this work? 

In a population with high uptake of prenatal screening and utilization of chromosomal 

microarray analysis for prenatal diagnosis, there was no statistically significant 

difference in the residual risk of any major chromosomal abnormality after a low-risk 

cell-free DNA (cfDNA) result compared with a low-risk combined first-trimester 

screening result.  

 

+C: What are the clinical implications of this work? 

Women and clinicians can be reassured that the use of cfDNA as a first-line screening 

option has a low risk of missing an atypical chromosomal abnormality. 

 

+A: ABSTRACT  

 

Objectives To perform individual record linkage of women undergoing screening with 

cell-free DNA (cfDNA), combined first-trimester screening (CFTS), second-trimester 

serum screening (STSS), and/or prenatal and postnatal cytogenetic testing with the 

aim to (1) obtain population-based estimates of utilization of prenatal screening and 

invasive diagnosis, (2) analyze the performance of different prenatal screening 

strategies, and (3) report the residual risk of any major chromosomal abnormality 

following a low-risk aneuploidy screening result. 
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Methods This was a retrospective study of women residing in the state of Victoria, 

Australia, who underwent prenatal screening or invasive diagnosis in 2015. Patient-

funded cfDNA referrals from multiple providers were merged with state-wide results 

for government-subsidized CFTS, STSS and invasive diagnostic procedures. 

Postnatal cytogenetic results from products of conception and infants up to 12 months 

of age were obtained to ascertain cases of false-negative screening results and 

atypical chromosomal abnormalities. Individual record linkage was performed using 

LinkageWizTM. 

 

Results During the study period, there were 79 140 births and 66 166 (83.6%) women 

underwent at least one form of aneuploidy screening. Linkage data were complete for 

93.5% (n = 61 877) of women who underwent screening, and of these, 73.2% 

(n = 45 275) used CFTS alone, 20.2% (n = 12 486) used cfDNA alone; 5.3% 

(n = 3268) used STSS alone, 1.3% (n = 813) used both CFTS and cfDNA, and < 0.1% 

(n = 35) used both STSS and cfDNA. CFTS had a combined sensitivity for trisomies 

21 (T21), 18 (T18) and 13 (T13) of 89.57% (95% CI, 82.64–93.93%) for a screen-

positive rate (SPR) of 2.94%. There were 12 false-negative results in the CFTS 

pathway, comprising 10 cases of T21, one of T18 and one of T13. cfDNA had a 

combined sensitivity for T21, T18 and T13 of 100% (95% CI, 95.00–100%) for a SPR 

of 1.21%. When high-risk cfDNA results for any chromosome (including the sex 

chromosomes) and failed cfDNA tests were treated as screen positives, the SPR for 
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cfDNA increased to 2.42%. The risk of any major chromosomal abnormality (including 

atypical abnormalities) detected on prenatal or postnatal diagnostic testing after a low-

risk screening result was 1 in 1188 for CFTS (n = 37) and 1 in 762 for cfDNA (n = 16) 

(P = 0.13). The range of chromosomal abnormalities detected after a low-risk cfDNA 

result included pathogenic copy-number variants (n = 6), triploidy (n = 3), rare 

autosomal trisomies (n = 3) and monosomy X (n = 2). 

 

Conclusions Our state-wide record-linkage analysis delineated the utilization and 

clinical performance of the multitude of prenatal screening pathways available to 

pregnant women. The sensitivity of cfDNA for T21, T18 and T13 was clearly superior 

to that of CFTS. While there was no statistically significant difference in the residual 

risk of any major chromosomal abnormality after a low-risk CFTS or cfDNA result, 

there were fewer live infants diagnosed with a major chromosomal abnormality in the 

cfDNA cohort. These data provide valuable population-based evidence to inform 

practice recommendations and health policies.  

 

 

+A: INTRODUCTION  

 

The complexity of prenatal screening and diagnostic pathways has increased as a 

result of the introduction of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) screening, improvements in 

ultrasound detection of fetal abnormalities and the widespread adoption of 
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chromosomal microarrays. Women and clinicians now navigate an unprecedented 

number of clinical pathways for the detection of fetal aneuploidy and copy-number 

variants (CNVs), including multiple combinations of first- and second-trimester 

ultrasound examinations, first- and second-trimester serum markers and cfDNA 

screening1. 

 

Several countries with nationalized health systems, including the UK and Denmark, 

have demonstrated that cfDNA screening can be provided effectively as part of a 

publicly funded Down-syndrome screening program2–4. However, other countries, 

such as the USA, use a variety of models to deliver prenatal screening, ranging from 

coordinated state-funded systems to private health management organization-based 

programs5. Australia has a universal public healthcare system in which conventional 

prenatal screening and ultrasound are supported by government rebates, with the 

exception of cfDNA screening, which is not covered by either public or private insurers. 

This allows women to access conventional screening in a relatively affordable way, 

but with the requirement to self-fund new technologies such as cfDNA screening. To 

date, combined first-trimester screening (CFTS) with nuchal translucency (NT) 

measurement and serum markers has been the most common prenatal screening 

method6. In agreement with others, we have observed a dramatic decline in invasive 

diagnostic tests in recent years, due to the combined effect of increasing uptake of 

CFTS and the introduction of cfDNA7. 
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The popularity of cfDNA screening and subsequent decline in invasive diagnostic 

testing has stimulated debate on the missed opportunities to perform chromosomal 

microarray (CMA) analysis and detect pathogenic CNVs and atypical chromosomal 

abnormalities8,9. Existing studies comparing the detection of atypical abnormalities 

through traditional vs cfDNA screening pathways have been theoretical and modelled 

using historical prenatal diagnosis datasets10–12. In this study, we extended our prior 

work11 by obtaining state-wide cfDNA and postnatal cytogenetic data to perform a 

record-linkage study. In doing so, we aimed to ascertain the ‘real world’ utilization and 

performance of various screening pathways, and to report the numbers of major 

chromosomal abnormalities detected after a low-risk CFTS or cfDNA result. 

+A: METHODS 

 

The state of Victoria in Australia has approximately 79 000 births per annum, median 

maternal age of 31.5 years, average fertility rate of 1.7 births per woman, and an 

average weekly disposable household income of AUD 99813. Of women who gave 

birth in the state of Victoria in 2015, 73.4% were public patients and 26.3% were 

private patients14. 

The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists 

and the Human Genetics Society of Australasia recommend that all pregnant women 

in Australia be offered voluntary screening for fetal chromosomal and structural 

abnormalities15. Government rebates are available for CFTS, second-trimester serum 

screening (STSS) and the mid-trimester morphology ultrasound, with variable out-of-
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pocket cost to the patient (typically < AUD 200). CFTS incorporates ultrasound 

measurement of fetal NT (with or without assessment of the nasal bone) at 11 + 0 to 

13 + 6 weeks’ gestation, with assessment of serum pregnancy-associated plasma 

protein-A and free β-human chorionic gonadotropin (β-hCG) levels at 9 + 0 to 

13 + 6 weeks, to generate risk results for trisomies 21 (T21), 18 (T18) and 13 (T13). 

STSS is conducted between 14 and 20 weeks’ gestation as a quadruple panel 

including α-fetoprotein, unconjugated estriol, free β-hCG and dimeric inhibin A. cfDNA 

screening became commercially available in Australia from multiple providers in early 

2013 on a patient-funded basis, at an average cost of AUD 500. The utilization of 

cfDNA is not subsidized by the government, but has nevertheless been rapidly 

adopted through individual patient choice and clinician practice, typically being 

performed at 10–11 weeks’ gestation16. Systematic data collection on total cfDNA 

testing numbers in the state of Victoria has not been performed prior to this study. 

 

Ethical approvals for this study were obtained from the human research ethics 

committees of the Royal Children’s Hospital (35171B) and Monash Health (12063B). 

Our study was granted a waiver of individual patient consent, under the provisions of 

Section 3.2.4 of the National Health & Medical Research Council National Statement 

on Ethical Conduct in Human Research.  

 

+B: Prenatal testing pathways 
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Prenatal screening is discussed and offered to pregnant women by primary care 

physicians (general practitioners), public hospital antenatal care providers, private 

obstetricians or independent midwives. The prenatal testing pathways available to 

women in Australia in 2015 were: (1) CFTS alone; (2) cfDNA alone; (3) STSS alone; 

(4) CFTS and cfDNA; (5) STSS and cfDNA; (6) invasive prenatal diagnosis without 

prior screening test (e.g. for ultrasound abnormality, advanced maternal age, prior 

history or maternal request); and (7) no prenatal screening or invasive diagnostic 

testing. 

 

The standard components of invasive prenatal diagnostic testing (amniocentesis and 

chorionic villus sampling (CVS), and associated chromosomal analysis) are fully 

government-funded if performed in a public hospital, and partially funded if performed 

in a private ultrasound practice. All women are offered a second-trimester morphology 

scan in addition to aneuploidy screening tests. Over 90% of pregnancies in the state 

of Victoria undergo a routine second-trimester morphology scan17. We have reported 

previously that government billing statistics for the 11–14-week ultrasound scan 

continued to rise after cfDNA screening became locally available in 20136, suggesting 

the continued use of this scan for early anatomy survey in the cfDNA era, but individual 

linkage of our prenatal testing cohort with ultrasound data was not possible. 

 

+B: Inclusion criteria 
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The primary inclusion criteria were women with a residential postcode within the state 

of Victoria who underwent a screening test or primary invasive diagnostic prenatal test 

(without prior screening) during the 2015 calendar year. The year 2015 was selected 

because it is 2 years after cfDNA became commercially available in Victoria and the 

last year during which serum screening was performed by a single state-wide provider. 

 

+B: Data sources 

Prenatal screening and diagnostic services are provided by multiple health services, 

including public hospitals, private pathology laboratories and private ultrasound 

practices. 

 

CFTS and STSS serum screening results were obtained from the Victorian Clinical 

Genetics Service, a centralized state-wide laboratory provider. Some women may 

have accessed interstate laboratories for their serum testing due to their provider 

location (e.g. rural areas on state borders), but these are expected to comprise a small 

minority of cases as the Victoria state population is highly centralized in and around 

the capital city, Melbourne. 

 

cfDNA results were obtained from five pathology services and three private ultrasound 

practices (see Acknowledgments for details). cfDNA tests included random whole-

genome (perceptTM), chromosome-selective (HarmonyTM) and single-nucleotide 

polymorphism-based (PanoramaTM) assays. While we could not ensure 100% 
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ascertainment due to the fragmented nature of cfDNA provision in Australia, the 

participating laboratories and ultrasound services collectively captured the vast 

majority of cfDNA tests performed in the state of Victoria. 

 

State-wide prenatal invasive diagnostic testing data (amniocentesis and CVS) were 

obtained from the four cytogenetic laboratories that contribute annually to the Victorian 

Prenatal Diagnosis Database. This database has been described in detail 

elsewhere18.  

 

Data on postnatal diagnostic testing (chromosomal analysis of products of conception 

(POC), stillbirths and live infants aged 12 months or less) were obtained from the three 

cytogenetic laboratories in the state of Victoria that offered this service during the study 

period. Chromosomal analysis of a miscarriage is not performed routinely, but is 

offered for recurrent miscarriage (three or more unexplained first-trimester losses), for 

a miscarriage after 14 weeks’ gestation, and for all stillbirths (defined as birth of a baby 

without signs of life after 20 weeks’ gestation or with a birth weight ≥ 400 g if the 

gestational age is unknown). The vast majority of chromosomal analyses are 

performed using CMA analysis. 

 

Total births for the study cohort were estimated using the Consultative Council on 

Obstetric and Paediatric Morbidity and Mortality data for 2015 and 2016, which 

includes all registered births ≥ 20 weeks’ gestation14,19. As women accessing prenatal 
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screening in 2015 would be expected to give birth from mid-2015 to mid-2016, the 

average of annual births for 2015 and 2016 was used to estimate the number of births 

for the 2015 screening cohort. 

 

Data collection is summarized in Figure 1. To avoid including women who underwent 

prenatal screening at the end of 2014, records of women who had follow-up prenatal 

testing in January 2015 due to a high-risk screening result in 2014 were excluded from 

the dataset. Similarly, the ‘tail’ end of the dataset in January and February 2016 was 

reviewed manually to include women who had a screening test in 2015, and were then 

followed up with further tests in early 2016. 

 

+B: Data coding  

+C: Screening tests 

The following data were obtained for each prenatal case: maternal age, indication(s) 

for screening and/or diagnostic testing, type of test performed, gestational age at time 

of testing, test date, test result, and whether the pregnancy was singleton or multiple. 

 

CFTS results were coded as (1) high risk (risk ≥ 1 in 300 for T21, ≥ 1 in 175 for T18 

and ≥ 1 in 100 for T13), (2) low risk, or (3) unknown risk or missing data. cfDNA results 

were coded as high risk, low risk, failed results (‘no call’) or canceled (not performed). 

STSS results were coded as high risk if the risk of T21 was ≥ 1 in 250 or the risk of 

T18 was ≥ 1 in 200. Women with unknown risk/missing data were those who had 
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undergone serum screening but had incorrect dates, or who did not have a NT 

measurement supplied to the serum screening laboratory for completion of CFTS risk 

calculation.  

 

+C: Diagnostic tests 

The types of chromosomal analysis included were G-banded karyotyping and CMA. 

The CMA analyses in use by the various laboratories during the study period were 

high-resolution whole genome single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarrays 

(Affymetrix Cytoscan 750K array (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 

Illumina CytoSNP-12 array (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), and the Agilent 

SurePrint Custom G3 CGH+SNP (60K) (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 

USA)). 

Results of chromosomal analyses were categorized as normal or abnormal. Abnormal 

results were further classified into ‘major’ and ‘minor’ abnormalities. Major 

chromosomal abnormalities included all cases of autosomal and sex chromosome 

aneuploidy, polyploidy, unbalanced translocations/rearrangements, level-III mosaics, 

pathogenic CNVs and likely pathogenic CNVs. CNVs were classified according to the 

guidelines of the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG)20. CNVs were 

classified as ‘pathogenic’ when they encompassed a region implicated in a well-

described abnormal phenotype, as documented in multiple peer-reviewed 

publications. ‘Likely pathogenic’ variants were CNVs that met the ACMG definitions of 

a CNV ‘described in a single case report but with well-defined breakpoints and 
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phenotype, both specific and relevant to the patient findings’, or CNV interval ‘with a 

very compelling gene function that is relevant and specific to the reason for patient 

referral’.  

 

Minor chromosomal abnormalities included confined placental mosaicism, balanced 

translocations/rearrangements, and CNVs of uncertain or unknown significance 

(including susceptibility loci and low penetrance CNVs). These minor abnormalities 

are not reported in this study. 

 

+B: Data linkage 

Each dataset was individually cleaned and re-coded using uniform nomenclature 

before merging was performed. The datasets were probabilistically linked in a step-

wise manner using LinkageWizTM (LinkageWiz Software, Payneham, South Australia, 

Australia; http://www.linkagewiz.net/). LinkageWiz is a propriety software tool used for 

probabilistic data matching between large datasets. The date of birth, name and 

postcode of the mother were used as identifiers to link the prenatal screening, invasive 

prenatal diagnosis and postnatal diagnosis datasets of the patient. If required, 

additional identifiers, such as maternal age and date of testing, and manual clerical 

review were used to classify potential matches. Linkage 1 was performed between 

STSS or CFTS serum screening and cfDNA data, and Linkage 2 was performed 

between Linkage 1 and prenatal invasive diagnostic testing data (Figure 1). For 

Linkage 3, abnormal postnatal infant results were linked to maternal identifiers in the 
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prenatal datasets through the assistance of the Victorian Infant Hearing Screening 

program21. At each step, potential data matches were manually examined and 

confirmed or rejected using the clerical review tool in LinkageWiz.  

 

+B: Statistical analysis 

The performance of CFTS, cfDNA and STSS for the detection of T21 and of T21–

T13–T18 combined was assessed using sensitivity, specificity and screen-positive 

rate (SPR). Sensitivity was defined as the probability of a high-risk screening result in 

an affected pregnancy [true positives/(true positives + false negatives)]. Specificity 

was the probability of a low-risk screening result in an unaffected pregnancy [true 

negatives/(true negatives + false positives)]. SPR was defined as the percentage of 

screening results that returned a high-risk result (true positive and false positive 

results). For women who underwent cfDNA screening, the SPR was calculated both 

with and without inclusion of the failed cfDNA calls. A SPR including failed cfDNA 

results was calculated because, in practice, failed cfDNA results can generate 

additional consultations, genetic counselling and further fetal assessment in a similar 

manner to a high-risk result22. 

The prenatal diagnosis rate was defined as the number of prenatal invasive diagnostic 

procedures undertaken following a screening test (regardless of whether the indication 

for invasive testing was a high-risk screening result or other, such as structural 

abnormality). The diagnostic yield was defined as the number of major abnormalities 

detected as a percentage of the total invasive diagnostic tests performed. False-
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negative screening results were defined as cases within our linked dataset with a 

confirmed diagnosis of T21, T18 or T13 on prenatal or postnatal diagnostic testing, 

following a prior low-risk screening result. Manual notifications of false-negative 

screening tests to individual laboratories by clinicians were also included. 

 

Descriptive analysis was performed using STATA version 14 (StataCorp LP, College 

Station, TX, USA). Differences in proportions were assessed using the chi-square test 

with a statistically significant P-value threshold of 0.05. 

 

+A: RESULTS 

 

In 2015, there were 79 140 births in the state of Victoria and 66 166 women had at 

least one prenatal screening test, representing an overall screening uptake rate of 

83.6%. Screening data were complete for 93.5% (61 877/66,166) of the women who 

underwent any form of prenatal screening, and these were assigned as the ‘matched 

cohort’ (Figure 2). Of the 61 877 women in the matched screening cohort, 73.2% 

(n = 45 275) used CFTS alone, 20.2% (n = 12,486) used cfDNA alone; 5.3% 

(n = 3268) used STSS alone, 1.3% (n = 813) used both CFTS and cfDNA, and < 0.1% 

(n = 35) used both STSS and cfDNA (Figure 2).  

 

In total, 1975 invasive prenatal diagnostic tests were included (matched screening 

cohort n = 1197, primary prenatal diagnosis n = 693, unmatched cohort n = 85), of 
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which 83.8% were performed using CMA analysis. The total number of major 

chromosomal abnormalities detected via invasive prenatal diagnosis was 378 (0.48% 

of births). 

 

+B: Excluded and unmatched data 

Screening results were incomplete for 4289 women. This was most commonly due to 

the NT measurement not being provided to the serum laboratory for calculation of 

CFTS risk, or gestational age being outside the window for CFTS (11 + 0 to 

13 + 6 weeks). These women were excluded from subsequent analyses (Figure 2).  

There were 40 samples that had matched abnormal prenatal and postnatal diagnosis 

results, representing duplicate testing for the same pregnancy. These results were 

analyzed as part of the prenatal diagnosis group and their counts removed from the 

postnatal diagnosis group.  

In 0.1% (n = 85) of the total cohort, prenatal diagnosis was performed for a high risk 

screening result that we could not match in our prenatal screening dataset (Figure 2). 

The results of diagnostic testing for this ‘unmatched cohort’ are reported separately in 

Table S1.  

 

+B: Utilization of prenatal testing pathways 

The results of prenatal and postnatal diagnostic testing in the matched cohort are 

presented in Table 1. 
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+C: Prenatal testing pathway 1: CFTS alone 

CFTS alone was the most commonly used screening strategy, utilized by 45 275 

women. The median maternal age was 31 years and median gestational age at the 

time of serum collection was 11 (range 9–14) weeks, with NT measurement being 

performed later at 11 + 0 to 13 + 6 weeks’ gestation. Of these women, 2.9% 

(n = 1329) had a high-risk result (≥ 1 in 300). In this high-risk group, the invasive 

prenatal diagnosis rate was 42.3% (562/1329) and the diagnostic yield was 23.1% 

(130/562) (Table 1). In a further 41 women with a high-risk CFTS result who did not 

have prenatal diagnostic testing, postnatal testing confirmed a major chromosomal 

abnormality in 56.0% (23/41). 

 

The overall sensitivity of CFTS for T21, T13 and T18 was 89.6% (103/115) for a SPR 

of 2.94% (Table 2).  

 

Of the 43 946 women with a CFTS risk lower than 1 in 300, 0.95% (n = 417) had 

subsequent prenatal (n = 265) or postnatal (n = 152) diagnostic testing, of which 8.9% 

(n = 37) had an abnormal result (Table 3). These included 12 false-negative results, 

comprising 10 cases of T21, one of T18 and one of T13. Further details on these false-

negative cases are provided in Tables S2 and S3. The most common type of 

abnormality detected after a low-risk CFTS result was a pathogenic CNV (n = 14), 

including eight 22q11.2 microdeletions. 
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+C: Prenatal testing pathway 2: cfDNA alone 

Primary cfDNA screening was the second most common screening pathway, utilized 

by 12 486 women. The median maternal age was 34 years and median gestational 

age at testing was 10 (range 9–32) weeks. 

 

There were 235 women who received a high-risk result and 67 who received a failed 

cfDNA result. Of the women with a high-risk result, 48.5% (n = 114) underwent 

invasive prenatal diagnostic testing and 12.8% (n = 30) had postnatal testing, giving 

an overall diagnostic confirmation rate of 61.3% (144/235) (Table 1). Of the 67 women 

with a failed cfDNA result, 16 proceeded to prenatal diagnosis and four of these had 

an abnormal result (triploidy (n = 2), mosaicism (n = 2)).  

 

The rate of invasive prenatal diagnosis following a high-risk cfDNA result varied 

according to the suspected aneuploidy, and was highest for suspected T21 (58.7%, 

61/104). Compared with the group with a high-risk T21 result, the prenatal diagnosis 

rate for a high-risk T18 or T13 cfDNA result was not significantly different (46.8% 

(22/47); P = 0.2), but it was significantly lower for suspected SCA at 36.4% (28/77) 

(Fisher’s, P < 0.001). 

 

The overall sensitivity of cfDNA for the common aneuploidies (T21, T13 and T18) was 

100.0% (73/73) for a SPR of 1.21% (Table 2). Nine high-risk cfDNA results for 

T21/T13/T18 were verified as false positives on postnatal diagnostic testing, 
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comprising two high-risk results for T21 and seven for T18 or T13. When high-risk 

results for additional chromosomal abnormalities and failed cfDNA results were 

counted as screen positives, the SPR was 2.42%. The overall diagnostic yield of 

invasive prenatal diagnostic testing for a high-risk cfDNA result was 60.0% (78/130). 

 

+C: Prenatal testing pathway 3: STSS alone  

STSS alone was utilized by 3268 women. The median maternal age was 29 years and 

median gestational age was 15 (14–20) weeks. One case of T21 and two of T18 were 

detected by STSS and confirmed by invasive prenatal diagnosis. There was one false-

negative STSS result for T18 that was subsequently detected via prenatal diagnosis 

performed for ultrasound abnormality. One additional false-negative case of T21 was 

detected postnatally. The sensitivity of STSS for T21 and T18 was 60% (3/5), and the 

diagnostic yield of invasive prenatal diagnosis in this group was 7.0% (7/100). 

 

+C: Comparative performance of prenatal testing pathways 1, 2 and 3 

Table 2 summarizes the sensitivity, specificity and SPR for T21, T18 and T13 for CFTS 

alone, cfDNA alone and STSS alone. The detection rate for the common trisomies 

was highest in the cfDNA cohort (100.0%) compared with the CFTS (89.6%) and 

STSS (60.0%) cohorts (P ≤ 0.001).  

 

Considering the prenatal and postnatal diagnoses of all major chromosomal 

abnormalities, the risk of a major chromosomal abnormality being detected after a low-
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risk CFTS result (0.084%, 1 in 1188) was not significantly different from that after a 

low-risk cfDNA screening result (0.13%, 1 in 762) (χ2 = 2.246, P = 0.13; Table 3). The 

most common indication for prenatal diagnosis after a low-risk CFTS or cfDNA result 

was fetal ultrasound abnormalities. Postnatal testing was most commonly performed 

on products of conception. None of the three triploid pregnancies that had a low-risk 

cfDNA result utilized a SNP-based cfDNA assay that would have been expected to 

detect triploidy. Details of the cases with abnormal chromosomal findings detected 

following a low-risk CFTS or cfDNA result are presented in Tables S4 and S5, 

respectively.  

 

+C: Prenatal testing pathway 4: CFTS and cfDNA 

In our matched cohort, 813 women underwent both CFTS and cfDNA screening. 

Median maternal age was 34 years, median gestational age at serum screening was 

10 (range 9–14) weeks and median gestational age at cfDNA was 12 (range 9–

36) weeks. Of the 178 women with a high-risk CFTS result, 13 also received a high-

risk cfDNA result. In total, 24 of the women with a high-risk CFTS result proceeded to 

have invasive prenatal diagnosis and 10 (41.7%) of these had a major chromosomal 

abnormality confirmed (Table 1). 

 

Of the 145 women who had cfDNA in the presence of a CFTS risk between 1 in 301 

and 1 in 1000 (‘intermediate risk’), three had a high risk cfDNA result. One case of 
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trisomy 21 and one atypical anomaly were confirmed on prenatal diagnosis following 

a high-risk cfDNA result in this intermediate-risk group. 

 

+C: Prenatal testing pathway 5: STSS and cfDNA 

Thirty-five women had cfDNA testing after STSS, 25 after a high-risk STSS result and 

10 after a low-risk STSS result. Of the women with a low-risk STSS result, eight had 

a low-risk cfDNA result and one had a failed result. Of the women with a high-risk 

STSS result, 24 had a low-risk cfDNA result and one had a failed result. One woman 

with a high-risk STSS result and failed cfDNA proceeded to invasive prenatal 

diagnosis, and received a normal diagnostic result. 

 

+C: Prenatal testing pathway 6: primary invasive prenatal diagnosis without prior 

screening 

During the study period, 693 women underwent primary invasive prenatal diagnosis, 

most commonly for first trimester ultrasound abnormality (n = 278), risk of single-gene 

disorder (n = 121) and advanced maternal age (n = 74). In total, 87 major 

chromosomal abnormalities were detected during pregnancy via this pathway, 

comprising 23.0% of the 378 total prenatal chromosomal abnormalities in our study 

cohort. The common trisomies (T21, T18 and T13) made up less than half of the 

abnormalities ascertained in this group (Table S6).  

 

+C: Prenatal testing pathway 7: no prenatal screening or invasive diagnostic testing 
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All live infants up to 12 months of age with a postnatal diagnosis of a major 

chromosomal abnormality were cross-checked with our merged prenatal screening 

and diagnosis dataset for evidence of prior prenatal screening or invasive diagnosis. 

We identified 24 infants with trisomy 21 that had no record of prenatal screening or 

diagnosis in our dataset (1 in 3300 births). Other infants in this group included 11 with 

22q11.2 deletion syndrome, 11 with SCA and 37 with other pathogenic CNVs. 

 

+A: DISCUSSION  

Our unique perinatal record linkage collaboration of public and private stakeholders 

enabled us to assess multiple prenatal screening strategies in a real-world setting. Our 

findings confirm that CFTS performs as expected with a sensitivity of 89.6% for the 

detection of common aneuploidies. The SPR for CFTS was lower than previously 

reported (2.9% in our study compared with 4.5% in 2003–2004)23, which we 

hypothesize to be attributable to the introduction of the nasal bone marker in 2011. 

cfDNA had the best detection for T21, T13 and T18 (100%), but its overall SPR 

(including failed cfDNA results) was only 0.5% lower than that of CFTS (2.4% vs 

2.9%). In practice, failed cfDNA results generate additional medical costs and raise 

patient anxiety in a similar way to high-risk screening results, due to their association 

with an increased risk of aneuploidy24,25. This is an important consideration when 

comparing cfDNA and CFTS as primary screening tests, as it demonstrates that the 

high specificity of cfDNA is not fully realized in clinical practice. 
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While cfDNA had 100% sensitivity for the detection of the common autosomal 

trisomies, the risk of a subsequent diagnosis of any major chromosomal abnormality 

after a low-risk cfDNA result was not statistically different from that after a low-risk 

CFTS result. This finding may alleviate concerns regarding the loss of ascertainment 

of atypical abnormalities due to increasing uptake of cfDNA9. To our knowledge, our 

study is the first population-based report to reveal the actual, rather than modelled, set 

of selected abnormalities missed by CFTS and cfDNA screening up to 12 months after 

birth (notwithstanding the fact that some of those anomalies may not have a clinically 

detectable phenotype by that age). Importantly, though the numerical risk was not 

statistically significant, there were qualitative differences in the types of abnormalities 

missed by the two screening pathways. The majority of the abnormalities missed by 

cfDNA were detected via invasive prenatal diagnosis before 21 weeks’ gestation, 

and/or were associated with pregnancy loss (i.e. triploidy, trisomies 14, 15 and 6). The 

only major chromosomal abnormalities detected in live infants after a low-risk cfDNA 

result were two pathogenic CNVs. In contrast, the abnormalities missed by CFTS 

included 10 cases of trisomy 21, of which five were in live infants. Therefore, if the 

primary purpose of prenatal screening is to detect trisomy 21, cfDNA is clearly the 

superior screening test when compared with CFTS. With the increasing availability of 

genome-wide cfDNA screening26, the rate of undiagnosed atypical abnormalities after 

cfDNA is expected to decrease, though with a likely trade-off of a higher SPR. 
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Fewer than 1% of all women proceeded directly to invasive prenatal diagnosis without 

accessing prior screening. However, this pathway contributed almost one-quarter of 

the total prenatal chromosomal abnormalities, mainly due to the high diagnostic yield 

of prenatal diagnosis for ultrasound abnormalities27. These results highlight the 

important role of ultrasound for detecting chromosomal abnormalities, including 

atypical abnormalities, and supports current recommendations for offering diagnostic 

testing with CMA analysis for fetal abnormalities regardless of a prior screening28,29.  

 

An unexpected finding of our study was the relatively low rate of invasive prenatal 

diagnosis following a high-risk cfDNA result (114/235, 48.5%). There are several 

potential explanations for this finding. Some high-risk cfDNA results might be 

accompanied by fetal abnormalities that may be managed based on ultrasound 

findings alone. The prenatal diagnosis rate also varied according to the suspected 

chromosomal abnormality, with pregnancies with a high-risk result for SCA having a 

significantly lower rate of diagnostic testing than those with suspected T21. We were 

unable to determine if any women proceeded directly to termination of pregnancy 

without ruling out the possibility of a false positive cfDNA result. Australian guidelines 

strongly recommend diagnostic testing prior to any management decisions, but our 

study was unable to assess compliance with this recommendation15.  

 

Our ability to draw conclusions about the clinical impact of prenatal screening was 

limited by the lack of linkage to government data on perinatal outcomes. We therefore 
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could not estimate the rate of termination of pregnancy or perinatal loss, and could 

only ascertain the estimated number of births with selected genomic imbalances using 

live infant cases in our postnatal diagnostic dataset. Miscarriages are not universally 

tested by chromosomal analysis in the state of Victoria, though this it is commonly 

performed in cases of recurrent miscarriage and is recommended for the investigation 

of all stillbirths30. Our residual risk calculation for missed abnormalities is therefore 

compromised by the < 100% ascertainment of pregnancy losses. Furthermore, the 

unexpectedly low prenatal diagnosis rate among patients with ‘positive’ screening 

results, and the delayed clinical presentation (beyond the first year after birth) of some 

relevant conditions, such as 22q11.2 DS, also impede our ability to calculate the real 

absolute residual risk of each of the screening pathways.  

Our data were also limited by the incomplete ascertainment of all screening test 

results. The number of prenatal diagnostic tests in the unmatched screening group 

(n = 85) suggests that we may be missing approximately 7% of screening data due to 

interstate boundaries or non-participation of cfDNA referrers, which we considered 

acceptable given the logistical challenges of performing population-based studies in a 

rapidly changing environment.  

As this was an observational study, selection biases and differences in background 

aneuploidy risk are assumed to exist in each pathway, as evident in the differences in 

maternal and gestational age between the primary cfDNA, CFTS and STSS groups. 

We also lacked the ability to determine the prior utilization of ultrasound by women in 

each pathway, due to the absence of state-wide data on prenatal ultrasound. We 
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therefore did not report positive predictive values for each prenatal testing pathway as 

these are influenced by the background prevalence of the condition. The 

generalizability of our results to other populations should therefore be interpreted with 

caution.  

 

In conclusion, our state-wide linkage analysis made it possible to compare the clinical 

performance of the multitude of prenatal screening pathways currently available to 

pregnant women. The sensitivity of cfDNA for trisomies 21, 18 and 13 was clearly 

superior to that of CFTS. While there was no statistically significant difference in the 

residual risk of any major chromosomal abnormality after low-risk CFTS or cfDNA 

result, there were fewer live infants diagnosed with a major chromosomal abnormality 

in the cfDNA cohort.  
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Table S2 Prenatally diagnosed false-negative screening results for trisomies 21, 18 

and 13 in patients who underwent CFTS alone  

Table S3 Postnatally diagnosed false-negative screening results for trisomies 21, 18 

and 13 in patients who underwent CFTS alone 

Table S4 Chromosomal abnormalities diagnosed prenatally or postnatally following a 

low-risk result on CFTS 

Table S5 Chromosomal abnormalities diagnosed prenatally or postnatally following a 

low-risk cfDNA result 

Table S6 Major chromosomal abnormalities detected following primary diagnostic 

testing 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1 Overview of individual record linkage process used in study. cfDNA, cell-

free DNA; CFTS, combined first-trimester screening; CVS, chorionic villus sampling; 

STSS, second-trimester serum screening. 

 

Figure 2 Utilization of prenatal testing pathways in state of Victoria in 2015 and 

detection through each pathway of major chromosomal abnormalities confirmed by 

invasive prenatal diagnosis (PND). Matched cohort included in record linkage 

analysis is indicated by gray shading. *Ultrasound abnormality (US abn): n = 278 in 

first trimester; n = 77 in second or third trimester. †Indications for PND in unmatched 

cohort were: CFTS in 35 women, STSS in seven, cfDNA in 40 and unspecified high-

risk screening result in three. ‡Major chromosomal abnormality in live infants only. 

cfDNA, cell-free DNA; CFTS, combined first-trimester screening; STSS, second-

trimester serum screening.  
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